
Gary Ware Bio   

  

Long Format Bio 

Gary Ware is not only the visionary founder of Breakthrough Play but also an acclaimed 

corporate facilitator, a compelling keynote speaker, an insightful certified coach, and the 

esteemed author of "Playful Rebellion: Maximize Workplace Success Through The Power of 

Play." With a vibrant career span of over two decades, Gary has made significant contributions 
to the corporate world, establishing long-term partnerships with industry giants such as SAP, 

HP, Intuit, GoFundMe, and The United Nations Staff College. 

 

At the core of Gary’s professional journey is his innovative use of improvisational techniques 

and playful strategies to enhance team dynamics. Recognizing early in his career the 

transformative potential of combining improv with play, Gary pioneered unique experiential 
workshops aimed at boosting creativity, confidence, and collaboration among team members. 

These workshops have not only facilitated peak performance in various organizations but have 

also fostered deep, meaningful interpersonal connections among participants. 

 

His pioneering methods and impactful results did not go unnoticed. Gary was recently honored 

as one of the Top 25 Emerging Culture Creators by Culture Amp, specifically recognized for his 
influential role in shaping the future of work. When he steps away from his professional 

engagements, Gary indulges in learning magic, a passion that complements his creative and 

engaging persona. He cherishes the moments spent with his wife Courtney and their sons, 

Garrett and Cameron, embarking on various adventures that enrich their family bond. 

 

 

Short Format Bio 

Gary Ware, founder of Breakthrough Play and author of the influential book, Playful Rebellion: 
Maximize Workplace Success Through The Power of Play, is a standout corporate facilitator and 

keynote speaker with over 20 years in the business arena. Partnering with top-tier companies like 

SAP and Intuit, Gary excels in employing improv and playful methodologies to enhance team 

creativity, confidence, and collaboration. Beyond his workshops and speaking engagements, 
Gary enjoys magic and adventures with his family. Recently, he was celebrated as one of the 

Top 25 Emerging Culture Creators by Culture Amp in the category The Future of Work. 

 

 

Stage Introduction Bio 

Ladies and Gentlemen, please put your hands together for the dynamic and innovative Gary 

Ware! As the founder of Breakthrough Play and the visionary author of Playful Rebellion: 

Maximize Workplace Success Through The Power of Play, Gary has over two decades of 
experience transforming corporate teams with his unique blend of improvisational prowess and 

playful methods. Partnering with global leaders like SAP and Intuit, Gary has refined the art of 

merging creativity, communication, and collaboration in the workplace. Today, here at [Event 

Name], in his session titled [Session Title], Gary will explore [Session Topic], offering 
valuable strategies to energize and empower your teams. Get ready to be captivated and 

equipped to transform your professional space with Gary Ware! 

https://www.breakthroughplay.com/
https://amzn.to/3SiNZoe
https://amzn.to/3SiNZoe
https://www.cultureamp.com/emerging-culture-creators#future-of-work-thought-leaders
https://www.breakthroughplay.com/
https://amzn.to/3SiNZoe
https://amzn.to/3SiNZoe
https://www.cultureamp.com/emerging-culture-creators#future-of-work-thought-leaders

